
An Innovative Restructuring Of American
Football Practices: Revolutionizing the Game

American football has long been regarded as a physical and intense sport. Every
year, coaches and players seek new ways to improve training methods, enhance
performance, and reduce injury risks. That is why an innovative restructuring of
football practices has become the latest buzz in the sports community. From high
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school to college and professional levels, teams are embracing these new
methods to revolutionize the game.

The Need for Change

In recent years, concerns about player safety and maintaining long-term health
have increased. Coaches and organizations have recognized the importance of
implementing practices that prioritize player well-being and reduce the risk of
injuries. Furthermore, the desire for improved performance, more effective
training techniques, and the need to adapt to modern strategies and tactics have
all contributed to the need for change.
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The Innovations

Several key innovations have emerged in the restructuring of American football
practices. They include:
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1. Periodization Training: Traditionally, football practices were repetitive,
focusing on the same drills day after day. However, periodization training
introduces structured cycles where specific skills and conditioning goals are
emphasized at different points of the season. This approach optimizes
performance and allows for the proper adaptation to training loads for peak
performance during games.

2. Technology Integration: The use of advanced technologies has
revolutionized football practices. From wearable sensors to track movements
and collect data to virtual reality simulations that enhance decision-making
and cognitive abilities, technology has greatly improved training methods.

3. Emphasis on Recovery: Recognizing the importance of rest and recovery
in optimizing performance, teams have incorporated specialized recovery
programs into their practice schedules. These include activities such as
yoga, hot and cold therapies, and massages, all aimed at minimizing fatigue
and enhancing recovery time.

4. Analytics and Data-Driven Decisions: Advanced analytics and data
collection have taken the guesswork out of practice planning. Coaches now
have access to a wealth of information on player performance, allowing them
to make data-driven decisions on player positioning, training load
adjustment, and strategy implementation.

5. Simulated Game Situations: Practicing game situations is crucial for
improving decision-making and execution on the field. Through simulated
game situations, coaches can replicate specific scenarios, allowing players
to develop game intelligence and react effectively during actual games.

Benefits and Results



The restructuring of American football practices has brought numerous benefits
and resulted in remarkable outcomes. Some of the key advantages include:

Reduced injury rates: By implementing innovative training methods and
prioritizing player safety, teams have observed a significant decrease in
injury rates. This has allowed players to have longer, more sustainable
careers in the sport.

Improved performance and skill development: The new practice structures
have enabled players to hone their skills and improve their performance on
the field. The emphasis on periodization training and simulated game
situations has resulted in more confident, adaptable, and strategic players.

Enhanced coaching strategies: The integration of analytics and advanced
technologies has given coaches greater insights into player strengths and
weaknesses. This allows for tailored training programs and more effective
coaching strategies.

Increased player satisfaction and well-being: The focus on recovery and
player health has created a healthier and more satisfying environment for
players. This has increased their overall satisfaction with the sport and their
enthusiasm to participate in practices and games.

The Future of Football Practices

As the restructuring of American football practices continues to evolve and yield
positive results, it is clear that this approach will become the norm in the future.
Technology will continue to play a crucial role, with advancements in wearable
devices, artificial intelligence, and virtual reality expected to push the boundaries
of training methods even further.



Coaches, players, and organizations must embrace these changes to stay
competitive and safeguard the future of the sport. With innovative restructuring,
American football practices are set to revolutionize the game, ensuring that
players thrive and the sport continues to captivate audiences around the world.
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We feel there is a better way to practice the game of football. The standard way
most coaches organize and conduct a practice has just been copied and pasted
since the Vince Lombardi days. Quite simply, we as coaches have just duplicated
the practice process from our own days as a player. Schemes have changed,
players have changed, and society has changed. But, practices for the most part
have not. This book will attempt to convey why S2A Game Practice System
(GPS) is an “edge of the knife” way to conduct a football practice. The Surface to
Air System (S2A), is an offensive consulting service. This book will detail our
thoughts from our offensive perspective, but the principles can be applied to all
three phases of the game (Offense, Defense, Special Teams). In introducing this
“outside the box” way of looking at something new in the game of football, we
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challenge you as a coach to take this information and determine if there’s truly a
better way of doing things. Ask yourself, “Is the way we’ve been conducting
practices since I was a player really the most effective way?” Offenses have
evolved, the passing game has evolved, and off-season methods of training have
evolved. Why hasn’t practice evolved? The objective of this book is to make
football a better game through the utilization of S2A GPS. It is our specific
objective to check the following boxes when developing this practice method: -
Get more kids out for football-Create scenarios in which players have a richer
knowledge of the game-Create practice situations recreating game situations that
lead to more success -Create a safer game-Score more points-Win more games
Again, we check those boxes with our main tenant: “If any activity is done in
practice that does not directly have an impact on the actual game, we do not do
it.” It is our sincere hope that football coaches will take from this work the
following:To implement a system that allows for a safer game by reducing the
amount of time preparing, that reduces the repetitions for contact, and thus
lessens the eventuality of injuries.-To implement a system that eliminates the
need for the overuse of contact, but heightens the ability for game preparedness.-
To implement a system that captures and keeps the learning attention span of
even the lowest level learner-To implement a system that elevates the abilities of
second and third teamers, and thus increases their value to the overall makeup
and depth of the squad-To implement a system that elevates the practice role of
each member of the coaching staff-To implement a system that leads to both
recruiting more and keeping more young people playing the game-To implement
a system that leads to more wins
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